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Abstract 

Breast Cancer is today’sdeadly health issue which causes high mortality in womanworldwide. Thepreliminary 
detection and classification may help for proper treatment of the same. Understanding the causes of this cancer 
usingtraditional Machine learning techniques misread feature extraction are leading to acomplication. The novel 
deep learning techniques have been introduced for diagnosis of breast abnormalitieswith high accuracy. This survey 
focuses on challenges of classicalmachine learning models and supervene efficient predictionmodels using novel 
deeplearning techniques. This review presents comparison of traditional machine learning and deep learning models. 
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1. Introduction 

Breast cancer is the second dangerous diseasesafter lung cancer in the world and it leads to greater mortality in 
woman.Literature study showed that 1 out of 8 womenare prone to breast cancer on an average in their lifetime. It is 
observed that 66% of woman in the world are affected to breast cancer after the age of 55, most of the woman are 
affecting in between 35 and 54 age. The mass of cells growinguncontrollable as normal cells and does not invade 
tosurrounding parts of the breast is called benign cancer or non-cancerous. Mass of abnormal tissues in the breast 
may cause malignant tumor which isdestructiveand invade in other tissues. Malignant breast cancer is classified 
based on its severity.Literature survey has shown different breast cancer types as follows. 

InvasiveDuctal Carcinomabegins inlactiferous ducts andspreads in fibrous tissue of ducts. It is showed that 80% of 
cases accounting for this type. 

Ductal Carcinoma in situ,is precancerous stage or atstage 0. In stage-0the cancer is restricted to the milk ducts, and 
it does spread across surrounding breast tissues, it may become invasive cancer if it is not treated properly in early 
stage. 

InvasiveLobular Carcinomastarts in the breast lobules and thenspread to nearbytissues. Various research showed 
that 10 to 15% of cases are predisposed to this typeand it is very difficult to detect with mammograms. 

Lobular carcinoma in situis a type of change in breast where cancer cells growing in the milk producing glands 
and itis not observed as true cancer,but it may increase risk of spreadinginvasive breast cancer.It isessentialto take 
regular breast cancer screening and mammograms. 
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Figure 1: Types of breast cancer 

The various breast tissues are ligaments, nerves, lymph nodes, blood vessels, connectivetissues, and lymph vessels. 
Mammogram is a detailed X-ray image used for detecting the breast cancer in early stage. It may detect Tumors 
which are very small in size.Whenbreast cancer is diagnosed doctor suggest patients to take other tests to find out 
whether the cancer cells only in the lymph nodes of breast or outside the breast. It determines the stages of cancer. 
The various screening tests are being done clinical trials are tissue sampling, Thermography, Breast exam.  

Breast cancer can also be detected with Magnetic Resonance imaging (MRI), clinical breast exams and ultrasound.3-
D mammography orDigital Breast Tomosynthesis (DBT) isa new technology mostly available in clinics, it takes 
breast images in different angles and converts them into 3-D image. Researchers observed thatDBT decreases False-
positive cases so it may reduce mortality rate in breast cancer.  

This review paper is arranged into6sections; Section II discussesrelated work, Section IIIcoverstraditional Machine 
Learning techniques, Section IV presentsDeep Learningtechniques, Section V deals with comparison of 
experimental results, Section VIincludes conclusion of the study. 

2. Related Work 

Here in this part, we presented background &related work of classical Machine Learning and Deep Learning models 
for detection and classification of breast cancer. 

Sara Alghunaim et.al proposed different machine learning models for prediction and classification of Breast cancer 
in big dataset. In this the authors scaled up the three different machine learning classification algorithms namely 
randomforest (RF), support vector machine (SVM) and decisiontreeby usingtwo individual or joint data sets that is 
Gene Expression and DNA Methylation. The results of experiment proved that Support vector machine classifier in 
the Spark environment achieved 99.68% Accuracy and Lowest error rate with individual Gene Expression dataset 
[1]. 

Yadavendra et.al Described various machine learning models and deep learning models for detection and 
classification of benign and malignant tumors accurately in less time. Here the authors used a standard data setof 
Breast Histopathology images which contains more than 2,00,000 color patches and each of size 50×50.The 
experiment was conducted on dataset as 60%for training20% for validation and 20% for testing.Precision, recall, 
and F1 score of logistic regression algorithm is 0.72%, random forest model is 0.80%, bagging and voting models 
are 0.81%, SVC and AdaBoost algorithms are 0.82. and Xception method in the deep learning produces 0.90[2]. 

Yi-Ju Tseng et.al proposed serum human epidermal growth factor receptor as part of pathological image features to 
predict breast cancer metasis by using various machine learning models SVM, Random Forest, Logistic Regression. 
Hence the result showed that random forest algorithm was an optimal algorithm to predict breast cancer metasis 3 
months before [3]. 

SanaUllah Khan et.al proposed a novel transfer learningmodel usingGoogle Net, VGG Net, Res Net for predication 
and classification of breast cancer. Features are extracted from breast cytology images using convolution neural 
network models. The Results of this research showed with individual CNN models and transfer learning. The 
classificationaccuracy with Google Net is 93.5%, VGG Net is 94.15%, Res Net is 94.35% and accuracy with 
transfer learning is 97.525% [4]. 
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M. Arfan Jaffar et.al proposed Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) using a novel framework by combining Deep 
Convolutional Neural Network and Support Vector Machine for breast mammograms. Experiment was conducted 
on standard dataset MIAS and DDAS.The results achievedby proposed framework is 93.35% accuracy and 93% 
sensitivity [5]. 

Jing Zheng et.al proposed, Deep Learning assisted Efficient Adaboost Algorithm (DLA-EABA) for early diagnosis 
of Breast cancer. CNN based transfer learning is implemented for classification of breast masses using different 
image modalities, Mammography, Tomosynthesis, Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and Ultrasound.  Results of 
this research shows 97.2% of accuracy,98.3% sensitivity,96.5% specificity [6]. 

Umit Budak et.al presented an end-to-end framework using fully convolutional network (FCN) and bidirectional 
long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) on histopathological images for efficient breast cancer diagnosis. The 
experiment was conducted on public Break His dataset, which provides high resolution images as input to FCN to 
extract high level features. The proposed framework obtains95.69% accuracy, 98.10% sensitivity and 90.40% 
specificity [7]. 

Zhongyi Han et.al introduced new class structure-based deep convolutional neural network (CSDCNN) approach for 
multi classification (Ductal carcinoma, Lobular carcinoma, Benign cancer) from histopathological images. The 
newly proposed model is evaluated on Break His and with augmentation has achieved 93.2% accuracy [8]. 

Duc My Vo et.al proposed an ensemble deep convolutional neural networks (DCNNs) model to select high level 
features from histopathology. This incremental boosting convolution network classifies multi scale images as 
normal, benign, in situ, and invasive. This model achieved high accuracy 95.1% among all other inception models in 
detection of various stages of breast cancer [9]. 

Zhiqiong Wang et.al introduced breast computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system. This research applies CNN Deep 
features and unsupervised extreme learning machine (USELM) to classify benign and malignant breast mass 
detection. The traditional subjective, objective features are combined in addition to necessary attributes of 
mammogram for classification [10]. 

Erkan Deniz et.al presented transfer learning with deep feature extraction methods based on histopathologic images 
for early detection of breast cancer. Featureextraction,fine tuning of features using Alex Net and VGG 16 models 
and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifies images into benignand malignantcells. Accuracy achieved by 
proposed method is 90.96%. Other CNN models can be implemented for further improvement of accuracy [11]. 

VenketkumarHariraj et.al proposed an efficient Fuzzy Multi-Layer Support Vector Machine (FMSVM) framework 
to classify normal, benign,and malignant masses using Mammograms. The experiment was conducted using mini 
MIAS dataset by extracting features based on texture and morphology. It achieved about 98% accuracy which is 
better than using KNN, SVM and MLP [12]. 

Sami Ekici et.al implemented an optimized convolution neural network (CNNs)for breast cancer diagnosis using 
breast thermographs. This approach extracts the features based on patient biodata and thermograph images to 
classify normal and abnormal images. It has achieved an accuracy of 98.95% on 140 (98 healthy and 42 unhealthy) 
patient’s thermal images [13]. 

D. Selvathi et.al implemented three deep learning models convolution neural network, sparse auto encoder, stacked 
sparse auto encoder to predict breast cancer using mammogram images. These techniques identify tiny masses 
accurately and classifies benign and malignant cells. Accuracy of proposed CNN model is 97%, sparse auto encoder 
is 98.5% and stacked sparse auto encoder is 98.9% [14]. 

Ahmet Has¸imYurttakal et.al proposedmulti-layer deep convolution neural network framework with augmented data 
to classify benign and malignant tumors using MRI images. This model produces automatic visual features from 
MRI images. This experiment has achieved an accuracy of 98.3%, error rate of 0.0167%, sensitivity of 1.0%, 
specificity of 0.96% and precision of 0.96% [15]. 
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3.TraditionalMachine Learning Models 

The different types of classical machine learning algorithms are used for detection and classification of benign 
cancer and malignant cancer. This paper includes naive bayes classifier, support vector machine-nearest neighbor 
and decision tree machine learning models. 

3.1Naive Bayes classifier 

Naive Bayes classifier is a type of classification algorithm works on bayes theorem. This model is a combination of 
multiple algorithms which works on common principle and classifies every pair of features independently. The data 
set can be divided into feature matrix and response vector. Feature matrix includes all the dependent features of data 
set and Response vector contains the prediction value of each vector in the feature matrix.Naive bayes model 
classifies the dataset into cancerous and non-cancerousclasses with an accuracy of 93% [16]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This model use Bayes Theorem which is showcased using the following steps: 

P(Q|R)=
( | ) ( )

( )
(1) 

P(R)=∑ P(R|Q)P(Q)(2) 

Where P(Q|R) isposteriori probability,P(Q) is priori probability,P(R|Q)is likelihood and (R) is normalizing constant 

as the dataset is having two classes benign and malignant with class label of X, P(X|CBenign)P(CBenign) is computed 
for each class CBenign.Classifierpredicts thatX is the class CBenign only iff 

P(X|CBenign) P(CBenign) > P(X|CMalignant)P(CMalignant) for 1 ≤ malignant ≤ n, malignant ≠ Benign. 

3.2 Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM model uses optimal hyperplanes to differentiate data sets into various classes on multi-dimensional space. 
Support vectors represent different data pointswhich are used to define the margin and position of the hyper planes 
kernel plays an important role in classification of a patterns from data set these are used in converting non-linear 
data to linear data. The kernel-trick is used to transform the data sets and obtains best decisionboundary. High 
accuracy was achieved with the linearly divided data. Support vector machine is implemented on wisconsin 
prognostic breast cancer (WPBC) datasets and achieved 96.91% accuracy [17]. 

Various types of kernel functions used are 

Linear Kernel Function 

f(y)=wT *y + a   (3) 

Algorithm 1: Diagnostic classification of Breast cancer by Naïve Bayes Classifier 
Input 
Data set P = (p1, p2,………,pn) 
Output 
Classification of benign and malignant cells 
Algorithm 
1.Input the data set P 
2.Calculate mean and standard deviation and mean of all data points 
3.Calculate Likelihood for each class 
4.Obtain maximum likelihood 
5.classify benign and malignant cells based on maximum likelihood 
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Where y input data set,w is the minimized weight vectors, a is the linear coefficient 

Polynomial kernel Function 

f (y1, y2) = (p+y1
T+y2)

q(4) 

f(y1,y2) represents decision boundary,y1,y2 is input data 

RBF Kernel function 

f (a,b) = exp −
| |

(5) 

 

Figure2: Support Vector machine 

3.3K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) 

KNN is a machine learning model, it loads the previous dataset instead of learning from training data set. Itassigns 
the new features to the group which is having maximum neighbors. A distance metric called Euclidian distance is 
calculated to measure the distance between features and assigns each feature to the category which is having 
minimum distance. 

The K-Nearest neighbor model has been implemented on Wisconsin’s breast cancer dataset. Out of 569 samples 212 
samples were classified as malignant and 357 are classified as benign with an accuracy of 94.35% [18]. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Algorithm 2:Classification of Breast cancer by KNN 

1.Select the K number of neighbors 

2.Calculate the Euclidean distance between data points in an n-dimensional space 

3.Euclidean distance (a,b) = ∑ (𝑎 − 𝑏 )  

4.Group the K-nearest neighbors as benign and malignant class. 

5.Count the number of features in each group 

6.The new feature can be assigned to the benign or malignant category which is having maximum number of datapoints 
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Figure3: K-Nearest Neighbor  

3.4Decision Tree 

Decision Tree is represented like tree structure where all internal nodes arefeatures of data set, branchesare decision 
rules, and leaf nodes produce output of a decision tree. It starts from the root node and takes decisions depending 
onfeatures. Based on decision taken at each node(yes/no) it further divides the tree into subtree. J48 pruned tree is 
applied on different features of data set, if the clump thickness is greater than two then cancerous cells are 
distributed in multiple layers, so the tumor is classified as malignant if clump thickness is less than two then the 
benign cells are appeared in single layer. The dataset contains 699 instances out of which accuracy of correctly 
instances is 92.8571% and incorrectly a classified instance is 7.1429% [19]. 

 

Figure 4: Decision Tree 

Algorithm 3: Breast cancer classification using Decision Tree 

1.Initially the tree begins with root node R includes input data set 

2.Select best features using Attribute selection measure (ASM) 

3.SplitR into different internal nodes with best attribute value 

4.Construct the decision tree with all best attribute values 

5.Repeat the procedure until it classifies benign and malignant tumors 
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4.Deep Learning Techniques 

Deep Learning is a subset of machine learning model which learns on own. Novel deep learning models classifies 
different data like images, audio, and text. Deep learning architecture can effectively predict and classify breast 
cancer using mammogram images. The performance achieved by Convolution neural network architecture 
classification of mammogram images is better compared to previous machine learning architectures.  

The mammogram screening reduces the mortality in woman, despite benefits of mammogram screening may 
produce high risk of false negatives and false positives. The novel deep learning models improve the accuracy of 
mammogram screening by assisting the radiologist. Prediction and classification aretough tasks as tumors appear in 
small portion of entire breast image. Deep learning requires huge, labelled training data set to enhance the 
accuracy.Pre training is initially training the model on large data set then fine tune the model for classification [20]. 

4.1 Convolution Neural Network (CNN) 

CNN is an intelligent model [21] which could automatically learn and extracts the important features from medical 
images. CNN gives high accuracy and low error rate in classification of tumors into benign and malignant. 
Convolution neural networks are made up of convolutions which have weights and biases. The components of CNN 
are Convolutionallayer, poolinglayer, fully connected layer, activation function and output layer[22].  

 

Figure5.CNN Model for breast cancer classification 

The kernels of CNNextracts feature from input images.Different heights and weights of the kernels produces distinct 
dimensional sizesof output image. In similar fashion, kernels of pooling layer can extract the average or maximum 
number of features.Height and width of the images can be reduced by subsampling. Atlast, fully connected layer 
classifies the output into different classes by applying SoftMax activation function [23]. 

4.2 Alex Net 

Alex net is implemented to enhance high accuracy in finding malignant tumors in breast, so that it can be diagnosed 
in early stages to reduce the mortality. Alex Net is implemented by 5 convolution layers,3 pooling layers and 2 fully 
connected layers with data augmentation on breast mammograms for classification of benign and malignant mass. 
CNN uses data augmentation as a preprocessing step to increase size of input datatoachieve high accuracy [24].  

Initially the mammogram image is converted into gray scale and gradually to binary image. Tumors are identified 
based on pixel count of this binary object, if the binary object value forlargest pixel count is equal to 1 the tumor 
identified is malignant and if the largest pixel count is 0 then it is identified as benign tumor. The final output image 
is a product of input image and binary image. TheWBCD data set with 569 useful images and 30 attributesmodeled 
with Alex net raise the accuracy to 95.70% [25]. 

4.3 Visual Geometry GroupNetwork (VGGNET) 

Visual Geometry Group Network is a standard deep CNN which contains 16 or 19 convolutionlayers.Increasing 
number of convolution layers will have the capability of fitting more complex functions to achieve high accuracy in 
output classification. Input image of size 224×224 pixel can be given as an input to convolution layer, then it is 
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forwarded to rectified linear unit function where 3×3 minimal receptive field filters are used. TheReLu function will 
output if the input is 1 otherwise the output is 0. VGGNET-16 was implemented on 2795 images of 224×224 
pixelswith 92.7% accuracy [26]. 

4.4 Google Net 

Google Net architecture consists of 22deep layers.Number of layers used for Google Net construction is about 100, 
it has multiple size filters so it can extract features with different size.Single layer feature extraction is enhanced to 
extract breast cancer features effectively.Three filter sizes 1×1,3×3 and 5×5 is used to perform convolution 
operation on input.Max pooling operation is performed along with convolution using rectified linear activation and 
then pass it to the next inception module as to reduce dimensionality of feature set.Size of the receptive field is 
224×224 pixels in the RGB color with zero mean[27]. 

Google Net was implemented on Breast histopathology images data set, and it has achieved high performance over 
Inception v3 and Alex Net in classifying benign and malignant masses. Google Net achievesaccuracy of 97.8%, 
precision of 97.34%, recall of 96.46%, and F1-score is 96.46% [28]. 

4.5 Residual Network (ResNet) 

Residual network is a type of convolutional neural network represented by 34 layers. By adding a greater number of 
layers produces more complex features so that the performance and accuracy is improved. Residual networks are 
built from residual blocks. There is a direct connection between convolution layers called skip connection which 
skips some convolution layers in between. Skip function also helps the model to learn identity functions. A shortcut 
connection is added to implement identity mappingfor every few convolutions. The Res Net model was 
implemented on mammogram image analysis society dataset containing 322 breast mammogram images and these 
are classified as malignant, benignand normal with an accuracy of 98.39% [29]. 

 

Figure6: Residual block of ResNet. 

Each residual block is represented in the form of: 

qi=h(xi) +F(xi,Wi)(6) 

xi+1=f(qi)(7) 

Where xiis input, xi+1 is output of ith block, F is residual mapping function, h(xi)=xiisidentity function,  

f  isReLu function 
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5. Comparative Analysis  

Following tables shows the comparative analysis of different classical machine learning and deep learning models of 
breast cancer cells. 

Table I: Accuracy of classicalMachine Learning models 
 

Reference paper Dataset 
Naive Bayes 
classifier SVM KNN 

Decision 
Tree 

(OmarIbrahimObaid 
et.al.,2018), 

Wisconsin 
breast cancer 78.54% 78.1% 76.7% 73.7% 

(HibaAsri et.al.,2016) 
Wisconsin 
breast cancer 85.12% 87.13% 85.28% 81.23% 

(AliAlBataineh,2019) 
Wisconsin 
breast cancer 83.62% 86.42% 86.27% 81.00% 

(Dada Emmanuel Gbenga 
et.al.,2017) 

Wisconsin 
breast cancer 76.48% 77.07% 76.34% 76.48% 

 

Table II: Accuracy of Deep Learning models 

Reference paper Dataset Res Net VGG Net Google Net Alex Net 
(Zhantao Cao et.al., 
2019) 

Sichuan Provincial 
People’s Hospital 85% 81.20% 80.80% 80.50% 

AdeyinkaP et.al., 
(2019) 

Mammographic Image 
Analysis Society 
(MIAS) 98.39% 98.68% 95.06% 94.50% 

LazarosTsochatzidis 
et.al.,(2019) DDSM-400 94.30% 94.80% 95.80% 93.30% 

LazarosTsochatzidis 
et.al.,(2019) CBIS-DDSM 94.90% 91.60% 92.00% 85.30% 

SanaUllah Khan 
et.al (2019) ImageNet 94.35% 94.15% 93.50% 93.2% 
 

6. Conclusion 

The effective prediction and classification of breast cancer is the critical task in medical diagnosis. Many machine 
learning algorithms are implemented for classification using feature dataset. But the machine learning algorithms 
face the challenges of accuracy when new features of prediction are introduced. With the advancement of medical 
technology, many of the diagnostic labs are using image based medical diagnostic approaches like MRI, 
Mammograms. These approaches are giving scope for generation of huge image data. Traditional machine learning 
models are best suited for feature based raw data without any image contents. To overcome this issue various deep 
learning algorithms are implemented on different image datasets (Ultrasound, Mammogram, MRI, Histopathological 
images) and the classifier accuracy is found to be improving with such deep learning models. The comparison 
analysis showsdeep learning models gives more accuracy than machine learning models. Our future research focus 
on increasing accuracy of detection and classification of breast cancer cells by applying augmentation and transfer 
learning. 
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